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OUR CLASS 
NEWS 

 

 

We are building mathematicians! 
Students are encouraged to say the words that 
are in our Cobb County standards, so we do 

use the math words: ten frames, numerals, 
equation, combining, composing, 

decomposing, whole, part, adding, addition, 
subtracting, subtraction, add one more, 
counting on, plus sign, equals, sum, 

difference, minus sign, greater than, less than, 
equal to, skip counting…These are words from 

our Cobb County standards.   
WritingEQ’s:How can I become a strong 

listener and writer?  How can I use drawings, 

letters and words in my writing?  Why do I use 
spaces in my writing?  Why do I use a period?  

Why do I use a question mark?  Why do I use an 
exclamation mark?  How do I write my opinion?  
The 16th Newsletter covered what persuasive 

papers need.  If you missed it, please check it 
out.    
Language Arts Our essential questions 

(EQ’s) for Language Arts are:  How can I make 
connections to the stories I read?  How can I 
identify the characters?  How do I comprehend what 

I am reading?   How can the Daily 5 help me 

become a stronger reader?    
     We are building strong independent readers!! 
Here are just a few skills that we have covered and 

you can try these at home. (For more tips, please 

visit the 18th newsletter.)  Any reinforcements you 

can offer your child can set them up for success!  
1. While you are reading, remember to stop and 
check for comprehension. 

2. Good readers want what they are reading to 
look right and sound right.   

3. If a word is difficult, I can look for sounds and 

chunks that I know and I can flip the sounds to 
help me.  

4.  If I make a mistake, I should stop, go back, 
and reread.    

  

 

Mar. 8th, 2019 

Upcoming Events 

The week of March  11th- 15th     

 Book Fair in the Library 

Wed. March 13th   

 Early Release Days-12:30-Different 
lunch time-9:58-10:28 

Thurs. March 21st     (NEW DATE!!) 

 Your Kindergartener will be 
performing for the PTSA meeting! 

Please dress your child in blue 
jeans and a white top.  Please plan 
to be here by 6:15 to drop your 

child off in our classroom.  Parents 
will drop off their child in the 

classroom and then report to the 
cafeteria.    

 
 

 

 

Please consult the PTSA webpage for important information 

about our school: http://vaughanptsa.org/ 

 

MathEQ’s:  These EQ’s will 

continue all of the 3rd Quarter.  

Students will practice the skills 
taught throughout the 9 week 

period, and we will add more 
standards as the quarter goes on.  

EQs taught so far:  How do I count to 

100?  How do I count by 100’s by 
1’s, 5’s, and 10’s?  How do I count 

objects and identify my numbers to 
20?  How do I combine / compose 

numbers to 5?  How do I solve 

addition word problems to 5?  This is 
our new EQ for the next few weeks!  

EQ:  How do I decompose numbers 
to 5?  This week, students 

decomposed numbers to find their 

difference!  (Basic subtraction)  
This week, we discussed that the 

whole number can be broken into 
parts….whole, part, part.  
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